
 

CUB SCOUT PACK 806 
UNIFORM INSPECTION 
 
NAME __________________________  SCORE _________ 

 
Scouts who score 90 points or more will receive a uniform inspection award certificate and 
a patch. Please note: Hats will not be part of this inspection. 
 
______ 1. Personal Grooming - maximum 20 points 
 
20 Scout is perfectly clean and well groomed. Hair is combed, fingernails are trimmed 
 and clean. Such a mensch. 
15 Not bad, but could stand some improvement 
10 Have some pride, for cryin' out loud, you are a Scout. 
5 The bus for the zoo leaves in twenty minutes. 
 
 
______ 2. Shirt (excluding insignia) - maximum 20 points 
 
20 Scout is wearing correct shirt.  All buttons which are supposed to be buttoned, are 
 buttoned.  Shirt is clean, wrinkle-free and tucked in. 
10 Alright, you own a Scout shirt, but it looks like you've been using it as a soccer 
 ball. 
5 It's not a Scout shirt, but I'll give you credit for not coming naked. 
0 The bus for the zoo leaves in fifteen minutes. 
 
 
______ 3. Pants or Shorts - maximum 20 points 
 
20 Scout is wearing official uniform long pants or shorts  They are clean, wrinkle free,  
 and within reason, still fit you. 
15 Good pants, but you forgot your belt. 
10 Either you don't have the correct pants or the ones you do have are doing a 
 "Pigpen" impression. 
5 Ok, I'm a softie.  Anything so long as it keeps you warm. 
0 Don't worry, I'll pay for the bus ticket. 
 
 
______ 4. Shoes and Socks - maximum 10 points 
 
10 Scout is wearing appropriate shoes.This usually means tennis shoes or regular 
 shoes at den and pack meetings.  Socks with long pants must be dark brown, dark  
 blue or black socks. (The key word here is dark). If you wear Scout shorts, you  
 must also wear Scout socks. 
5 Inappropriate shoes and/or socks. Come on, you know that cowboy boots and 
 white socks don't go with Scout shorts. What with all the junk you find on the ground 
 today, at least you had enough sense to wear something on your feet. 
0 Sounds like you'll make a nice Neanderthal display. 



 
______ 5. Neckerchief - maximum 10 points 
 
10 Scout is wearing correct neckerchief correctly. The neckerchief is rolled neatly and  

is clean and wrinkle-free. The neckerchief slide is official BSA, or one of the 
Scout's own making. 

5 Looks like you've had your neckerchief in your pocket holding a rock collection since 
last month. 

0 Even prehistoric Scouts had a neckerchief. 
 
 
 
______ 6. Insignia - maximum 20 points 
 
 
20 Every required and optional patch is worn within 1/2 inch of its correct location.  
 Patches are sewn securely. Deduct 1 point for each patch which is missing or worn 
 incorrectly. 
 
Required patches: 
 
___ Sam Houston Area Council Strip - left sleeve 
___ 806 - left sleeve 
___ U.S. Flag - right sleeve 
___ Correct badge(s) of rank- left pocket 
___ Den number patch - right sleeve 
 
 Optional patches/pins: 
 
___ Silver and Gold arrow points - left pocket 
___ Optional activity patch - right pocket 
___ Service stars - above left pocket 
___ Religious awards 
___ Cub activity awards 
___ Belt Loops 
___ Red Vest 
 
10 Not so good.Your badges need some work. 
5 At least that "Boy Scouts of America" strip the shirt came with is still on.  Borrow a 
 needle and thread? 
0 Shirt has absolutely no identification relating to Scouts. Are you sure you're in the 
 right room? (Badges? We don't need no stinking badges!) 


